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Canadian federal election platform comparison

Canadian voters will head to the polls on October 21, when the federal election campaign is expected to heat up. John Ehrlichman and Greg Bonnell begin their 2019 election special .m. ET/2 p.m. PT. He will be with a variety of prominent investors and business leaders, including PIMCO's Ed Devlin, Mattami Holmes's Peter Gilgan,
OMX's Nicole Berkind, Martinlea's Rob Wildborg and former TransCanada CEO Will Kvysl. After 7p.m. ET/ 4 p.m. PT, NN Bloomberg will air the CTV Election 2019 special and stream BNNBloomberg.ca 2019. Here's a look at what each party has promised so far on key issues affecting the economy, business, and finances. BRONN
Bloomberg will update this platform guide when more details are announced. The latest update: October 21, 2019 Fiscal Year Planning Bloc Quebecois has taken a measured approach to spending growth, shifting the Conservatives' budget to surplus in 2024 before falling to $5 billion in 2023 without balancing it in five years. Reduce
consultant costs, shrink travel and hospitality, and sell federal real estate to reduce government spending. The party expects to reach $5 billion in the fifth year of the plan. The Greens balanced their budget by 2020-21, making $9.3 billion in new investments in 2020-21 and increasing it to $17 billion by 2023-24, increasing the deficit to
$27.4 billion next year and lowering the debt-to-GDP ratio to 30.2 percent by 2023-24. In 2020-21, Canada's AAA credit rating NDP had a deficit of $32.7 billion, down from 30.9 percent in 2020-21, before declining to $16.6 billion in 2023-24. It says the debt-to-GDP ratio (including emergency funds) will fall from 31.3% in 2020-21 to 30%
by 2023-24. Canada's People's Party balances two-year housing bloc in Quebec wanting more funding for social and affordable housing Quebec conservatives to change mortgage stress tests for first-time home buyers and review the removal of tests from mortgage renewal30 legal protections for first-time buyers launched an
investigation into money laundering for housing development for all Canadians and green cards basic human rights To strengthen its national housing strategy, it has appointed a housing minister to meet the needs of affordable housing in each province, removing first home buyer incentives recently implemented by the Liberals to restore
tax incentives for building purpose-built rental homes and providing affordable housing to community land trusts with tax credits for land futures to provide support for affordable housing development. , non-market and cooperative Mortgage loan insurance introduces a higher cap on federal speculation tax on non-residents and first home
buyer incentives implemented in early September without opposing one of the main activities offering the Liberals. Increase the amount that first-time buyers can withdraw from the RRSP from $35,000 to $25,000 in the budget in 2019. NDP spends $500,000 allocates affordable homes $125 million annually to eliminate GST from
construction of new rental units 30 years terms for insurance mortgages for first-time home buyers$ 1,500 tax credits for first-time home buyers To increase transparency about implementing a 15% foreign buyer's tax on the purchase of residential property by foreign companies or people who are not citizens or permanent residents,
anyone who owns the property as part of an effort to prevent money laundering in cooperation with the province to create a public beneficial ownership registry to pay for housing per Canadian national It provides rental grants of up to $5,000 for nearly 500,000 struggling households, and to date, supply management bloc Quebecois has
introduced legislation protecting supply management in supply management, expressing support for supply management Greens Riverals support supply management. This has been a sticking point in the negotiations of the new North American Free Trade Agreement. Canadian negotiators ultimately made concessions, and under a new
agreement not ratified by lawmakers from the three countries, Americans will be able to ship more milk to Canada's protected dairy market. Trudeau has promised $1.75 billion over eight years to compensate dairy farmers affected by free trade agreements with Europe and Pacific Rim countries. The Liberals promised a similar program
when the Canada-U.S.-Mexico agreement takes effect. The NDP allowed Canada's People's Party to protect canada's dairy products by phasing out supply management for years, Egg and poultry farmers close tax loopholes that benefit quebec conservatives green wealthy in overseas personal tax blocs, these executive stock options,
and capital gains Liberal Party cap employee stock option deductions for high-income people from large corporations and mature companies to raise $200,000 annually (per 2019 budget) and basic personal amounts of $200,000 to 15,000 luxury cars Introducing a 10 percent tax on boats and private aircraft, more than $100,000 the NDP
expects revenue of $5.6 billion in 2020-21, and more than $2 million in super-wealth taxes, taxing one cent in taxes over $20 million. 75 percent of vehicle and vehicle capital gains taxable investment profits that increased plating rates by 2000 to more than $100,000 by 2020, a rate that was in place in 2000, at 50 percent Canadians
earning more than $210,000 will raise more than half a year by raising the top marginal tax rate from 2 points to 35 percent. The People's Party of Canada abolished the capital gains tax, cutting the federal tax to 15 percent on income between $15,001 and $100,000, and a 25 percent tax rate on income above $100,000 would force the
global tech giant to pay 3 percent tax on Canadian imports. Taxes hosting social media platforms, search engines or online marketplaces some of the subsidies offered to businesses to save $1.5 billion for large tech companies. The levy applies to companies with more than $1 billion in global revenue and more than $50 million in revenue
in Canada, with a 3 percent tax on revenue. The party expects to have sales of $2.5 billion over five years. Offshore tax avoidance, which requires taxing hidden funds in Greens-end offshore havens and requiring foreign affiliates to prove that they are operating real businesses, eliminates all fossil fuel subsidies in which foreign suppliers
consume products or services, By demanding that all fossil fuel subsidies be eliminated, including payments and tax breaks, it applies corporate taxes to multinational e-commerce companies doing business in Canada, raising the federal corporate tax rate from 15 percent to 21 percent, including capital cost allowances for liquefied natural
gas and tax breaks on oil and gas wells, to impose a 5 percent tax on commercial bank profits. Credit unions, caisses populies and cooperatives will be absodant from implementing a robot tax that companies will have to pay every time they replace machines. The revenue will be used to fund training and retraining programs for workers to
help multinational tech giants pay corporate taxes on revenue generated in Canada. The proposal would impose a 3 percent income tax on companies in certain sectors of the digital economy starting April 1, 2020, with at least $1 billion in global revenue and more than $40 million in revenue in Canada. A half corporate tax cut for
companies manufacturing technology development or products producing zero emissions the NDP will roll back corporate tax cuts to 18 percent again while corporate tax cuts (2010 levels) keep the small business tax rate at current levels at an estimated $2.3 billion net pl on digital services Ricks and Google increased income tax rates
from 15% to 10% in Canada's lower corporate options in 2020-21 on revenues from large Internet huge taxes such as corporate welfare termination corporate welfare expansion accelerated capital cost allowance program in all sectors Quebec O.S. Enforcement Measures for Jobs and Economic Blocs In foreign acquisitions, Quebec jobs
and businesses set up tax credits for young graduates moving to Quebec to propose improved contracts with SNC-Lavalin to launch investment funds to promote the province's high-tech sectors such as gaming, green technology, aerospace and the imperial family, established loans for companies seeking aboriginal worker loans and
loans consistent with existing provincial credit transfer liability for foreign workers from Ottawa to Quebec, labor shortages and reduced tax rates for coordinated taxation and overtime appointing quebec ministers of Canadian economic development and political ministers in Quebec. Consulting plans with unions and socioeconomic groups
and criminal prosecution of Political Minister SNC-Lavalin in Quebec launched a judicial investigation into Shelby's involvement in the Canadian Infrastructure Bank, where the Liberals gave $35 billion in funding over 10 years. Instead, the Conservatives promise to prioritize spending on projects that reduce commute times, spending $187
billion on infrastructure investments over the 12 years currently promised by the Liberals. The Greens develop sustainable generation funds to invest in green trade and apprenticeship education, and educational facilities create community and environmental service groups to improve youth employment and skills strategies. This would
provide $1 billion annually to municipalities to hire Canadian young adults, and the impact of adopting a shorter labor week ban on unpaid internships in private sector workplaces to raise the federal minimum wage to $15 an hour would be a robot tax that companies would have to pay each time they replaced workers with machines. The
revenue will be used to fund education and retraining programs for workers extending EI sickness benefits from 15 to 26 weeks at a cost of $570 million by 2023-24. More prominent minority immigrant women will be fired when they implement new career insurance benefits for people who have worked continuously for the same employer
for more than five years, and quit with the goal of awarding at least 5 percent of federal contracts to businesses led by indigenous peoples, an additional $9 million over three years to help Canada's NDP People's Party find the number of temporary foreign workers privatized at Canada Post-Latiz Airport energy and environmental bloc
Quebec committed to ending fossil fuel subsidies committed to achieving paris agreement targets on climate change Promises oppose the proposed Energy Eastern pipeline, which would run through Patiquebeck with targets that exceed them, and want to have a veto on the pipe line that needs to go through provincial remuneration
repeal bill C-69 - to overhaul the review process for resource projects in Canada End Bill C-48 to ban tankers being carried. A 12 500 metric tons of crude oil in northern British Columbia has enacted legislation clarifying the role of supporters and governments in consultations to end interference with foreign funds at regulatory hearings,
giving certainty about approval schedules and timeliness, introducing a 20 percent refund tax credit for energy savings that are ordered by the state to save between $1,000 and $20,000 to eliminate the Trudeau government's carbon tax. gas, hydropower and communication from coast to coast. Conservatives say the plan will help the



federal government upfront address environmental issues, increase investor certainty and build critical projects, particularly during extreme weather events, by reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 60 percent and canceling electric vehicle expansion by 2050 to make electric vehicles affordable. Expand charging stations and ban the
purchase of new flame-retardant vehicles for all buildings by 2030, regulating the CPP Investment Committee to require the sale of coal, oil and gas stocks, and oil and gas stocks provide $2.5 billion in grants for federal funding by creating a climate bank that raises public funds to carry clean energy across Canada and expanding federal
funding for $2.5 billion in relief. Zero-emission automotive electric transport and other municipal aircraft by 2030. It provides carbon-free electricity by 2030 and converts it to 100% non-emission electricity by 2050, prohibiting single-use plastics. It continues to price carbon, including rebates for households that fall under the federal
backstop plan. By creating a $40 million coastal protection fund to defend wild salmon rolling back breaks to big polluters, eliminating devastated vessels, improving Coast Guard equipment and allocating $1.5 billion in green transportation and transportation spending each year to eliminate fossil fuel subsidies, the Canadian People's Party
generated $611 million annual revenue to find private buyers needed to scrap the Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project Bill C-48 and Bill C-69. Withdrawing taxes from the Paris Agreement, an international agreement to eliminate subsidies for green technology in 2016 emerged as Canada's carbon tax election year battleground and
the federal government is set to impose a carbon tax on four provinces that want to enact their own frameworks, a hot-button plan that is emerging as an election-year issue. For more information, BRONN Bloomberg spoke with Evan Solomon, host of the CTV Question Period. Trade bloc Quebec Conservatives work with provinces to
implement inter-provincial free trade (IFTA) to lead the negotiations and to renegotiate Canada's trade and investment agreements to remove investor-state dispute resolution (ISDS) provisions that allow foreign companies to challenge government law by appointing an interterit trade minister responsible for implementing national trade
policies consistent with the IFTA Greens revised national trade policy to meet national trade plans at home and abroad. Policy The Liberals introduce Canadian Commercial Consular Services to resolve cases involving domestic trade barriers to ensure the NDP modernizes Canada's trade relief system and has full standing on trade cases
and the ability to start disputes. As is the case in other countries. Increased transparency during trade negotiations should include the use of Canadian steel and aluminum for infrastructure projects across the canadian childcare bloc Quebec, and the Conservative Greens have no concrete proposal to increase federal childcare funding to
more than 1 percent of GDP annually. Add in $1 billion annually until the benchmark is reached, and new parents will benefit from $1 billion in the first year by allowing new parents to compress EI benefits through all GST during all construction costs associated with childcare spaces spending $10 billion over the next four years to create
500,000 new childcare spaces across the country. With $1 billion in costs increasing each year and no commitment to date what the major parties plan to do to cover childcare costs, BNN Bloomberg talks with David Macdonald, chief economist at the Canadian Center for Policy Alternatives (CCPA), about the cost of raising families and
what policies can help. The Retirement and Seniors Block Quebec provides employers with tax incentives for workers over the age of 65 to educate and retain workers who choose to remain in labor beyond retirement age over time. By increasing the target income change rate of the Canada Pension Plan from 25% to 50% of income
received during the working years, we revise the Bankruptcy and Bankruptcy Act and the Company Creditor Agreement Act to establish the sharpness of the annuity in the event of a company bankruptcy. Proceedings The Liberal NDP will crack down on pension theft, protecting workers/retirees' pensions by spending $45 million on $500
million in guaranteed income supplement (GIS) spending in the first year of caregiver tax credit refunds, and up to $60 million by 2023-24, and the National Party of Canada has no specific pledges related to pharmacy and healthcare blocks. Conservatives have spent $1.5 billion to buy new medical imaging equipment for facilities across
Canada and increase Canadian health transfers, which provide long-term healthcare funding to provinces and territories, and $6 billion over the next four years to begin negotiations with provinces aimed at improving a range of health care, including discussions on national pharmacies, as the government introduces measures for
pharmaceutical healthcare programs nationwide. Canada's NDP People's Party, including the new Canadian Drug Organization (based on the 2019 budget) that coordinates prescription drug purchases and makes high-cost medicines for rare diseases more affordable, could be a problem for national pharmaceutical institutions, such as
permanently transferring cash points of value equivalent to local and regional health payments to provide a stable source of income for national pharmaceutical agencies. A: Consultant state pharmacies may prove to be a major battle issue in the upcoming federal elections, but local divisions could complicate those plans. For more
information on this, NN Bloomberg spoke with Mark Satov, founder of Satov Consultants. The immigration bloc introduced a bill that would give those applying for citizenship in Quebec a veto over Quebec, giving the federal government a halt to the Safe Third Country Agreement between the United States and Canada, and Quebec could
renegotiate a Safe Third Country agreement with the United States and impose conditions prohibiting crossing illegal borders. For new Canadians who have language education, credential recognition and existing skills to meet national standards of applying their transactions, moving existing Immigration and Refugee Council judges to
common illegal border crossing points will easily prioritize those facing genuine persecution. Hire an additional 250 border guards. Listen carefully to the province about the intent of discussions with the Quebec government on the selection of foreign residents and the possibility of amendments to the Quebec Canada Immigration
Agreement. The Greens have licensing requirements for jobs clearly explained before professionals considering immigration allocate more funds for formal language education for new immigrants, increasing immigration to address labor shortages and work with employers to end Canada's Safe Third Country Agreement to improve service
settlement and foreign awareness credentials. final limit on applications sponsoring parents and grandparents; Join the backlog of delaying the unified Populist Party of Canada's technology bloc. The Conservatives have established a Cabinet Committee on Cybersecurity and Data Privacy to ensure that companies that collect electronic
data receive informed consent from mobile phone and Internet plans that are cheaper than the Canadian Greens mandate when their products meet certain security standards, creating a Canadian cybersecurity brand to enforce provisions to protect consumers and investors from fraud and theft from cryptocurrencies, and provisions to
protect consumers and investors from fraud and theft of cryptocurrencies strengthen digital privacy laws. Canada's telecoms, a ban on cyber surveillance programs that use bulk data collection, require businesses to respect their right to be forgotten, and report data breaches to government departments, companies, banks and political
parties are mandated, enforcing a robot tax that companies must pay whenever they replace workers with machines. The revenue will be used by the Liberal NDP, which works with international allies, to fund education and retraining programs with international allies to combat threats to national security, including implementing price limits
that prevent Canadians from paying more than the global average for mobile phones and Internet bills that spend $750 million on providing quality cell services in 2020-21. The following year, the Canadian Education Bloc Quebec's People's Party plans to call for increased funding for the University Research Conservatives, the
Conservative Greens liberal NDP small business bloc quebec abolished tax increases exempt spouses from tax increases for small business dividends, reduced federal regulations by 25 percent and designated as dedicated minister to keep the Greens current-level taxes on small business Liberals creating Canadian entrepreneur
accounts every time merchants use one swipe fee for GST and HST that must be paid to credit card companies To date, which would provide up to $50,000 in new business NDP tackling high credit card merchant fees to add new laws to end unfair tax treatment of certain operators in Canada and cannabis blocks Quebec to date, the
Conservatives promised that certain proposals on greens liberal dates under the new regulations, cannabis edibles, extracts and topical products would be legal by October 17. However, the product is not expected to hit legitimate retailers until mid-December. NDP Canadian People's Party To Date No Specific Proposal Editor's Note: An
earlier version of this post contained incorrect information about the NDP's proposed threshold for taxes on luxury aircraft, boats and vehicles. NN Bloomberg regrets the error. Error.
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